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PAPER 

Noncontact Monitoring of Heartbeat and Movements during Sleep 
Using a Pair of Millimeter-Wave Ultra-Wideband Radar Systems 

Takuya SAKAMOTQt, tta), Member, Sohei MITAN1ttt, Nonmember, and Toru SATotttt, Fellow 

SUMMARY We experimentally evalnate the performance of a noncon
tact system that measures the heartbeat of a sleeping person. The proposed 
system comprises a pair of radar systems installed at two different positions. 
We use millimeter-wave ultra-wideband multiple-input multiple-output ar
ray radar systems and evaluate the performance attained in measuring the 
heart inter-beat interval and body movement. The importance of using two 
radar systems instead of one is demonstrated in this paper. We conduct three 
types of experiments; the first and second experiments are radar measure
ments of three participants lying on a bed with and without body movement, 
while the third experiment is the radar measurement of a participant actually 
sleeping overnight. The experiments demonstrate that the performance of 
the radar-based vital measurement strongly depends on the orientation of 
the person under test. They also show that the proposed system detects 70% 
of rolling-over movements made overnight. 
key words: vital signs, ultra-wideband radar, body movement 

1. Introduction 

Since the outbreak: of COVID-19, it has been widely recog
nized that the outbreak: of new infectious diseases can result 
in a shortage of medical resources. It is thus necessary for 
some patients to be followed up at home or isolation facilities 
rather than medical institutions. To carry out such follow
up observations safely, it is essential to record the patients' 
vital signs, such as respiration and heartbeat signs, over a 
long period of time. Contact sensors, such as those adopted 
in electrocardiography (ECG) and photoplethysmography, 
have been widely used to monitor vital signs. However, the 
long-term wearing of such sensors can cause discomfort and 
skin inflammation. 

Noncontact radar sensors are therefore preferable for the 
long-term monitoring of people. In particular, microwaves 
and millimeter waves (MMW s) are able to penetrate clothing 
and comforters well, allowing the measurement of a small 
displacement of the target person associated with a vital sign. 
The authors previously developed an algorithm referred to as 
the topology method [ 1 ], [2] , which estimates heart inter-beat 
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intervals (IBis) accurately from a radar signal. The topology 
method extracts feature (local maximum, minimum, and in
flection) points from a radar echo phase. Using the sequence 
pattern of the feature points, unreliable estimate points are 
rejected, which improves the overall accuracy in estimating 
the heart IBI. 

Most studies on measuring seated individuals place the 
radar system in front of the chest or abdomen of the person 
[3]- [12] . This is partly because the studies intended to mea
sure respiration and the heartbeat at the same time. Nagae 
and Mase [13] measured the leg of a seated person. The 
present authors measured the soles [14] and the top of the 
head [15] . Vinci et al. [16] measured the front and back 
sides of the torso for comparison. Wang et al. [ 17] and Tang 
et al. [18] measured the front and back sides of the torso 
simultaneously to cancel out body movements. Li et al. [19] 
and Wang et al. [20] both measured four sides (front, back, 
left, and right) of the torso for comparison. 

When measuring a sleeping person, where should we 
install radar antennas? In existing studies on radar-based 
sleep monitoring, antennas were installed directly above the 
bed [16], [21]- [25], diagonally above the bed [26]- [29] , next 
to the bed [30]- [33] , and under the bed or mattress [34 ]- [37]. 
We note that in sleep monitoring, changes in body orientation 
and movement cannot be neglected. 

In this paper, we demonstrate the benefit of using mul
tiple radar systems in monitoring vital signs and body move
ments of a sleeping person. We develop a measurement 
system comprising a pair of MMW ultra-wideband (UWB) 
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) array radar systems 
and conduct three types of measurement to evaluate the per
formance of the system. We first conduct an experiment to 
measure the chest and shoulder of a target person lying with
out movement on a bed. The accuracy in estimating the heart 
IBI is carefully evaluated to clarify the effect of the position 
of radar systems. We next conduct an experiment with a 
person lying with body movement to evaluate the effect of 
the motion on accuracy. We finally conduct an experiment 
with a person sleeping in a bed overnight. The novelty of 
the present paper is that it is the first to report the benefit of 
using multiple radar systems to observe a target person from 
different angles for noncontact sleep monitoring. In addi
tion, the present paper demonstrates the effect of the body 
part to be measured in radar-based sleep monitoring. 
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2. Radar System and Measurement Setup 

Participants lying in a bed were measured using a pair of 
radar systems installed at two locations. Figure 1 shows the 
front side of the radar module. The individual antennas in 
the array are called elements. Here, we see four horizontally 
aligned transmit elements (Tx) and four vertically aligned 
receive elements (Rx). In this study, we used only two 
transmitting elements-Txl and Tx2-and two receiving 
elements-Rx.I and Rx2-among the eight elements, re
sulting in 2 x 2 = 4 channels in total. The central frequency 
and bandwidth of the system were respectively 79.0 and 
2.0GHz, corresponding to a central wavelength of 3.80mm 
and a range resolution of 7 5 .0 mm. The slow-time sampling 
interval was 0.238 ms. The antenna beam width was 90°. 
All element spacings were 2.263 mm, corresponding to 0.60 
wavelengths. A block diagram of the radar system is shown 
in Fig. 2. The phase-locked loop (PLL) generated a signal 
with a frequency of 15.8 GHz, which was then multiplied by 
a factor of 5 by a sub-harmonic injection locked oscillator 
(SH-ILO), producing a 79-GHz carrier signal. The 79-GHz 
signal was phase-modulated with a binary m-sequence gen
erated by a pseudo random noise (PRN) code generator. 
Them-sequence was 511 samples long and had a chip rate 
of 2.0 Gcps, which corresponds to an inter-pulse period of 
255.5 ns after pulse compression, resulting in a maximum 
target range of 38.3 m. The signal was transmitted from 
transmitting antennas. The echoes reflected by targets were 
received by receiving elements, fed to IQ mixers, and AID 
converted. Finally, the digital signals were demodulated 
using the same m-sequence. In an evaluation of the ac
curacy in estimating the heart IBI, the participants wore an 
ECG 15102017 contact ECG sensor (PLUX Wireless Biosig
nals S.A., Lisboa, Portugal), whose sampling frequency was 
500 Hz. Figure 3 shows the measurement setup with a par
ticipant in a supine position in a bed. Radar 1 was installed 
vertically above the chest while radar 2 was installed laterally 
at the height of the participant's left shoulder. The distances 
between a participant and radars 1 and 2 were approximately 
1.7 and 1.2 m, respectively. The bed height was 0.6mand the 
heights of radars 1 and 2 from the floor were 2.5 and 0.7 m, 
respectively. This experimental setting is only an example. 
Although it is important to optimize settings including the 
radar positions, we leave this to future work. 

3. Vital Monitoring and Body Motion Detection 

Signal s;,j(t, r) is defined as a complex-valued signal that is 
transmitted from the i-th transmitting element and received 
at the }-th receiving element(i,j = 1, 2), where tis slow time 
and the range r = ctct/ 2 is expressed using the speed of light 
c and delay time fct. We apply Hu's circle fitting method [8] , 
[38] to the signal trajectory in the complex plane to estimate 
static clutter s i,j. The estimated clutter s i,j is subtracted from 
the signal to obtain the time-varying component s;,j(t) 

s;,i (t, ro) - s;,j, where ro is the estimated range. 
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Fig. I MMW UWB MIMO array radar module with four transmitting 
and four receiving elements. 

Rx 1 

Rx2 

output 

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the MMW UWB MIMO array radar. 

Fig. 3 Measurement setup with a pair of radar systems and a participant 
lying in a bed. 

The vector S = [s1,1, s1,2, s2,1, s2,2]T is then formed 
and its correlation matrix Rss = (ssH) is obtained, where 
superscripts T and H respectively denote the transpose 
and complex-conjugate transpose. The largest eigenvalue 
er max of Rss and its corresponding eigenvector Vmax are 
calculated, and the maximum ratio combining technique 
[15] , [33] is then applied to obtain the body displacement 

as d(t) = (,l/4n) unwrap ( Lv~axs(t)), where L denotes 
the phase of a complex value while unwrap(•) denotes an 
unwrapping process that obtains a smooth phase sequence 
considering the phase ambiguity. The unwrapping process 
corrects the phase by adding multiples of ±2n when the ab
solute jump between adjacent samples is greater than 7t so 
that the resultant phase sequence becomes smooth. 

Body motion is detected according to the following 
procedure. We define a binary-valued function fm(T) such 
that f m ( T) = 1 if a body motion is detected at time T and 
fm(T) = 0 otherwise. 
Step 1) Initialize time T ~ 0. 
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Step 2) If a displacement change over time length To is 
greater than a threshold dth (i.e., ld(r) - d (r - To)I 2 
dth), we set fm(T) = 1, which means that motion is 
detected. Otherwise, we set f m ( T) = 0. 

Step 3) If fm(r) = 0 (i.e., no body motion is detected), 
the range ro(r) = ro (r - To) is not updated, and the 
topology method [1] is applied to the signal at range ro 
to obtain the IBI. 

If f m ( r) = 1, the target range ro is estimated 

as ro(r) = argmaxr L.i,j .r-T ls;,j(t, r) - s;,j(T, r)l 2 dt, 

where s;,j(T, r) = i .r-T Si,j (t', r) dt'. 
Step 4) r is updated as r f-- r + To and we return to Step 

2). 
In this paper, parameters are set empirically as T = 6 s, 
To = 0.6 s, and dth = 30 mm. 

4. Performance Indices ofNoncontact Vital Monitoring 

We use three indices, namely the time coverage rate (TCR) 
Pt, acquisition rate (AR) Pa, and selective root mean square 
error (RMSE), in evaluating the performance of a radar mea
surement of vital signs. We assume that heart IBis measured 
in ECG are sufficiently accurate and use them as a reference 
to evaluate estimation errors in the following definitions. 

4.1 Time Coverage Rate (TCR) 

First, the total measurement time Ta11 is equally divided into 
N intervals, all having lengths lit. Let us assume that among 
a total of N intervals, there are n intervals that contain at least 
one accurate estimate point with error of less than s. We 
define the time coverage rate p1 = n/N = nlit/Ta11- In this 
paper, we set lit = 1 s ands = 50 ms empirically. If accurate 
estimate points are distributed uniformly, the TCR is high 
even if there are numerous inaccurate estimate points. By 
contrast, even if there are numerous accurate estimate points, 
the TCR is low if the estimate points are concentrated within 
a narrow time interval. 

4.2 Acquisition Rate (AR) 

Let us assume that there are Ma11 estimate points, and among 
them, there are m estimate points whose error is less than 
s. The AR Pa is then given by Pa = m/ Ma11, which is 
the ratio of accurate estimates to all estimates. The AR 
indicates the reliability of the estimates; even if there are 
numerous accurate estimates, the AR is low if there are 
equally numerous inaccurate estimates as well. When the 
TCR is low, the TCR can be increased appreciably by adding 
just one more accurate estimate point, whereas the AR is 
stable and hardly affected by the addition of such a single 
point. The TCR and AR should thus be used together to 
evaluate performance objectively. 

4.3 Selective Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) 

If an error becomes large temporarily owing to an inappro-

Table 1 Accuracy of the heart IBI for three participants. 

Subiect BodvPart TCR AR RMSE 
Chest 68.7% 58.8% 21.7 ms 

A 
Shoulder 80.0% 74.8% 24.0 ms 

Chest 43.3% 31.3% 31.2 ms 
B 

Shoulder 53.3% 31.2% 22.2 ms 
Chest 42.7% 26.1% 33.1 ms 

C 
Shoulder 73.3% 57.0% 28.4 ms 

priate orientation of the target person, the temporary increase 
in the error can be evaluated using the TCR. The RMSE in 
this paper is therefore calculated using only accurate estimate 
points whose error is less than s. 

5. Experiment with a Person Lying without Body Mo
tion 

First, to clarify which body part of a sleeping person is suit
able for the radar measurement of vital signs, we measured 
the chests and shoulders of three participants lying in the 
supine position on a bed using a pair of radar systems. The 
participants were three healthy males in their twenties. Each 
measurement time was 5 minutes. 

Table 1 gives the TCR, AR, and RMSE in estimating 
the heart IBI using radar 1 (chest) and radar 2 (shoulder). 
For each participant, table cells for the body part ( chest or 
shoulder) with a higher accuracy are filled in gray. For 
all participants, the TCR was higher when measuring the 
shoulder than when measuring the chest. The difference 
in TCRs when measuring the shoulder and chest was 11 0/o, 
100/o, and 300/o for participants A, B, and C, respectively. 
The AR for the shoulder was higher than that for the chest by 
160/o and 310/o for participants A and C, respectively, whereas 
the ARs for the chest and shoulder were almost the same for 
participant B. The TCR and AR are different for different 
participants, indicating that individual differences cannot be 
ignored. 

The difference in accuracies can be partly explained by 
the shapes of the body parts. In general, the shape of a human 
chest is more complicated than that of a shoulder, and thus, 
the radar signal from the chest contains more overlapping and 
interfering echoes, leading to low accuracy. Even if our radar 
systems receive multiple echoes from different body parts, 
as long as the difference in distances to the reflecting parts 
is greater than the range resolution (75 mm), the echoes can 
be separated and the heart IBI can be measured accurately. 
For this reason, the echo from the shoulder was not affected 
so much by interference from other body parts, such as the 
head and torso. 

Figures 4-9 show the heart IBI estimated from data of 
the ECG (black line) and radar (circles) for each participant. 
The red and blue circles respectively show accurate and in
accurate estimates made from radar signals; estimate points 
with error of less than s = 50 ms are plotted in red. As 
explained in the previous section, the RMSE is calculated 
for the red plots only. 
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TCR: 60 % AR: 47.6 % RMSE: 20.6 ms 
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Fig. 4 Heart IBI estimated using the radar echo from participant A's chest; 
accurate radar (red circle), inaccurate radar (blue circle), and reference ECG 
(black line). 
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Fig. 5 Heart IBI estimated using the radar echo from participant A's 
shoulder; accurate radar (red circle), inaccurate radar (blue circle), and 
reference ECG (black line). 
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Fig. 6 Heart IBI estimated using the radar echo from participant B's 
chest; accurate radar (red circle), inaccurate radar (blue circle), and reference 
ECG (black line). 

6. Experiment Simulating Sleep with Body Motion 

We next conducted an experiment with the same three par
ticipants rolling over on a bed. Each participant was mea
sured for 3 minutes using the same pair of radar systems 
installed at the same positions as in the previous section. 
The timetable of the measurement is summarized in Table 2. 
Each participant was instructed to roll over twice during the 
measurement. Participants were first in a right lateral recum
bent position for 1 minute, then rolled over and remained in 
a supine position for another minute, and then rolled over 
again and stayed in a left lateral recumbent position for an-
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TCR: 60 % AR: 46 % RMSE: 17.9 ms 

0.7 \ 
i 

0.6 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 

Time [s] 

Fig. 7 Heart IBI estimated using the radar echo from participant B's 
shoulder; accurate radar (red circle), inaccurate radar (blue circle), and 
reference ECG (black line). 

TCR: 46.7 % AR: 25 % RMSE: 32.7 ms 

0.6 ~-~-~-~----~-
0 10 20 30 

Time[s] 
40 50 60 

Fig. 8 Heart IBI estimated using the radar echo from participant C's 
chest; accurate radar (red circle), inaccurate radar (blue circle), and reference 
ECG (black line). 
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Fig. 9 Heart IBI estimated using the radar echo from participant C's 
shoulder; accurate radar (red circle), inaccurate radar (blue circle), and 
reference ECG (black line). 

Table 2 Timetable of the participants' position and body part measured. 

Time Position Radar 1 Radar2 

Time slot Tl Right lateral Left 
Back 

0 ~ t < 60 s recumbent shoulder 
Time slot T2 

Supine Chest 
Left 

60 s ~ t < 120 s shoulder 
Time slot T3 Left lateral Right 

Chest 
120 s ~ t < 180 s recumbent shoulder 

other minute. 
Figures 10 and 11 show an estimated body displacement 

d(t) (black) and an estimated range ro(t) (red). Black vertical 
lines indicate the times when body motion was detected 
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Fig. IO Body displacement d (t) (black) and range ro(t) (red) estimated 
for participant A using radar 1. 
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Fig.11 Body displacement d(t) (black) and range ro(t) (red) estimated 
for participant A using radar 2. 

using the proposed method. It is seen that the estimated 
range r0 (t) changes at the two instances of rolling over. We 
also see a quasi-periodic change in the body displacement 
d(t) resulting from respiration. In the figures, the two body 
movements were correctly detected. 

In Fig. 11, in the time range 0 :-:::; t :-::; 60 s, the body dis
placement d(t) is small. By contrast, for 160 s :-:::; t :-::; 180 s, 
the participant was in the left lateral recumbent position, 
where his left arm was shadowing his chest, resulting in 
severe interference and nonperiodic displacement d(t). Fig
ures 12-14 show the heart IBI of participant A estimated 
using radar 1 while Figs.15-17 show the heart IBI of the 
same participant estimated using radar 2. Using radar 1, it 
is seen that the IBI in T3 (Fig. 14) is more accurate than that 
in Tl and that in T2 (Figs. 12 and 13). Participant A was not 
immediately below radar 1 but shifted laterally in Tl accord
ing to our video recording. Therefore, the measured echo 
in Tl was not reflected from his right shoulder but from the 
diagonal backside of his torso, which lowered the accuracy 
in Tl. Using radar 2, the IBI in T2 (Fig. 16) was the most 
accurate among those in the three time slots (Figs. 15-17) 
because the shoulder of the participant was facing radar 2 in 
T2. 

Tables 3, 4, and 5 give the performance indices of heart 
IBI estimation for all participants. In the tables, the cells for 
a body part ( chest or shoulder) having better performance are 
filled in gray. The results are consistent for all participants 
with a few exceptions. In Tl, the performance of radar 1 is 
higher than that of radar 2 with a few exceptions. Radar 2 

Table 3 Heart IBI estimation performance for participant A. 

Time slot Radar TCR AR RMSE 

Tl 1 48% 25% 28.5 ms 

2 45% 19% 22.5 ms 

T2 1 45% 26% 40.2 ms 

2 90% 90% 34.0 ms 

T3 1 85% 79% 20.7 ms 

2 43% 27% 30.7 ms 

Table 4 Heart IBI estimation performance for participant B. 

Time slot Radar TCR AR RMSE 

Tl 1 43% 29% 29.5 ms 

2 32% 17% 24.2 ms 

T2 1 23% 21% 31.8 ms 

2 55% 27% 17.5 ms 

T3 1 63% 61% 22.5 ms 

2 40% 28% 30.5 ms 

Table 5 Heart IBI estimation performance for participant C. 

Time slot Radar TCR AR RMSE 

Tl 1 62% 51% 27.1 ms 

2 87% 67% 18.2 ms 

T2 1 53% 38% 25.6 ms 

2 87% 79% 24.0 ms 

T3 1 63% 49% 21.7 ms 

2 35% 23% 27.5 ms 

outperforms radar 1 in T2 while radar 1 outperforms radar 
2 in T3. It is concluded from these results that installing 
multiple radar systems at different places is advantageous 
in constant sleep monitoring because the orientation of the 
target person cannot be predicted. 

7. Overnight Radar Measurement of a Sleeping Person 

We finally measured a participant who slept in a bed 
overnight so that we could evaluate the performance of the 
system with realistic data. The experimental setup was the 
same as that adopted in the previous section. We recorded 
the participant using an infrared video camera. The mea
surement time was 500 minutes. Table 6 summarizes the 
position of the participant, which was obtained manually 
from the infrared video recording. 

The upper, middle, and lower figures of Fig. 18 respec
tively show the body displacement d(t) obtained using radar 
1, radar 2, and both radar systems. The estimated body 
movements are shown as black vertical lines, whereas the 
actual body movements extracted manually from the video 
footage are shown as red vertical lines. 

When using only a single radar system, false body 
movements were erroneously detected; the number of de
tected movements were 63 and 101 when using radars 1 and 
2, respectively (as shown by black vertical lines in the up
per and middle panels in Fig. 18). Among them, only 10 
movements were confirmed manually in the video recording 
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Fig.12 Heart IBI of participant A in time slot Tl estimated using refer
ence ECG (black line) and radar 1 (red and blue circles); accurate estimates 
are in red while inaccurate estimates are in blue. 
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Fig.13 Heart IBI of participant A in time slot T2 estimated using the 
reference ECG (black line) and radar 1 (red and blue circles); accurate 
estimates are in red while inaccurate estimates are in blue. 

TCR: 85 % AR: 79.4 % RMSE: 20.7 ms 

130 140 150 160 170 180 
Time [s] 

Fig.14 Heart IBI of participant A in time slot T3 estimated using the 
reference ECG (black line) and radar 1 (red and blue circles); accurate 
estimates are in red while inaccurate estimates are in blue. 

(as shown by red short vertical lines). By contrast, 12 move
ments were detected by the two radars simultaneously, where 
simultaneous detection is defined as the two radar systems 
detecting a movement with a time difference less than 6 s 
( as shown by the black vertical lines in the lower panel of 
Fig.18). As a result, seven movements (Ml, M4, M5, M6, 
M7, M9, and MIO) out of a total of 10 movements (Table 6) 
were correctly detected. Here, the detection performance is 
evaluated in terms of its precision and recall. When radars 
1 and 2 were used separately, the precisions were 10/63 = 
15.9% and 10/101 = 9.9%, respectively; the recalls were 
both 8/10 = 80%. By contrast, when using both radars, the 
precision was 7/12 = 58.3%, and the recall was 7/10 = 70%, 
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Fig. IS Heart IBI of participant A in time slot Tl estimated using refer
ence ECG (black line) and radar 2 (red and blue circles); accurate estimates 
are in red while inaccurate estimates are in blue. 
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Fig.16 Heart IBI of participant A in time slot T2 estimated using refer
ence ECG (black line) and radar 2 (red and blue circles); accurate estimates 
are in red while inaccurate estimates are in blue. 
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Fig.17 Heart IBI of participant A in time slot T3 estimated using refer
ence ECG (black line) and radar 2 (red and blue circles); accurate estimates 
are in red while inaccurate estimates are in blue. 

which suggests that the recall decreased by 10%, whereas 
the precision increased by 42.4% and 48.4%. 

In addition to the movements listed in Table 6, the mea
surement system detected five smaller limb movements with
out the participant rolling over at t = 240.8, 316.1, 329.0, 
344.9, and 367.3 min, which was confirmed by manually 
checking the video recording; the two radar systems de
tected these five movements at the same time. Although 
these limb motions are relatively small and do not change 
the torso orientation, such motions can still interfere with the 
recording of the vital signs, reducing the accuracy. The pro
posed method detects such small body movements, which is 
an important function that improves the overall accuracy of 
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Table 6 Lapse time and position of the participant. 

Movement Time End position rminl 
MO 0 Supine 
Ml 212.4 Left lateral recumbent 
M2 227.8 Supine 
M3 321.0 Right lateral recumbent 
M4 332.3 Supine 
MS 351.5 Left lateral recumbent 
M6 360.5 Supine 
M7 363.5 Left lateral recumbent 
M8 373.1 Supine 
M9 382.3 Left lateral recumbent 

MIO 387.4 Supine 

0 100 200 300 400 500 
Time[min] 

J,:am 
I 
il, 1.5 
C 

~ 

0 100 200 300 400 500 
Time [min] 

Radar1 and Radar2 

100 200 300 400 500 
Time [min] 

Fig.18 Target range (blue and orange) estimated using radar 1 (upper), 
radar 2 (middle), and both radar systems (lower). The data from radars 1 and 
2 are displayed in blue and orange. The body movements were estimated 
using radar (black lines) while reference body movements were extracted 
manually from the infrared video recording. (red lines). 

the noncontact measurement of vital signs. 
Figure 19 shows the TCR (top) and AR (bottom) in 

estimating the heart IBI using radar 1 (blue) and radar 2 
(orange). Radar 2 was more accurate than radar 1 when the 
participant was in the supine position. Although the time 
duration while the participant was in a lateral recumbent po
sition was comparatively short, when the lateral recumbent 
position was confirmed in the video, radar 1 was more accu
rate than radar 2 in terms of the TCR and AR. These results 
are consistent with the results presented in previous sections, 
indicating that the radar measurement of the shoulder is more 
suitable than that of the chest. The average TCR was 39.30/o 
and 47.80/o for radars 1 and 2, respectively. The average AR 
was 26.60/o and 30.8 0/o for radars 1 and 2, respectively. 
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Fig.19 Time coverage rate (top) and acquisition rate (bottom) when using 
radar 1 (blue), radar 2 (orange) and both radars 1 and 2 (black). 

To demonstrate the effectiveness of using the two radars 
together, the IBI estimates from radars 1 and 2 were com
bined to evaluate the TCR and AR values, which are shown 
in black in the upper and lower graphs in Fig. 19, respec
tively. Because the IBI estimates are simply combined, the 
total number of estimates is the summation of those from 
radars 1 and 2. Therefore, the AR of the combined IBI 
(lower panel of Fig. 19) is between the ARs for radars 1 and 
2. By contrast, the TCR of the combined IBI (upper panel of 
Fig. 19) is always higher than any of the ARs from radars 1 
and 2. This is because, when using two radars, the shoulder 
of the participant is more likely to be facing one of the radars 
than it is when using only a single radar. When the IBis 
from the two radars were combined, the average TCR and 
AR were 62.70/o and 30.7%, respectively. The TCR of the 
combined IBI was higher than the TCRs of radars 1 and 2 
by 23.40/o and 14.9%, respectively. 

8. Conclusion 

We demonstrated the effectiveness of using a pair of MMW 
UWB MIMO array radar systems in monitoring the heartbeat 
and body movements of a sleeping person. We conducted 
three types of measurements to evaluate the performance of 
the system. In the first and second experiments, participants 
were instructed to lie down on a bed with or without rolling 
over; in the third experiment, a participant slept overnight. 
The heart IBis estimated from radar data were evaluated 
carefully in terms of three indices that were proposed in this 
paper. It was shown that the location of the radar affected the 
accuracy of the noncontact measurement of the heartbeat and 
body movement during sleep. The use of multiple radar sys
tems was therefore demonstrated to be effective in observing 
the target person from different angles and monitoring the 
heartbeat constantly and accurately. It was confirmed that 
the radar measurement of the shoulder can outperform that of 
the chest for a sleeping person in estimating the heart IBI. In 
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addition, body movements can be detected more accurately 
using a pair of radar systems than using a single-radar system. 
These experiments and the careful performance evaluation 
demonstrated that using a pair of radar systems is advanta
geous in monitoring a sleeping person and measuring the 
vital signs and body movements with high accuracy. Al
though our monitoring system comprises two radar systems, 
it is inferred that using more than two radar systems would 
be even more beneficial in constantly monitoring a sleeping 
person. 
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